Karlsruhe student days in 2014

Student Days - What's that?
The studentdays are a week full of workshops, in which students of Karlsruhe at the age of
14 to 19 years, have the
opportunity to have new experiences and insights into topics such as 'globalization',
'sustainability', 'politics', 'tolerance' and all about foreign cultures (communication,
traditions, etc.).
We therefore invite people from all over the world, both national and international guests,
to participate in this multi-cultural exchange and giving young students the chance to learn
new things about conflicts in the world and alternative ideas to solve them.
In addition to that, the project should motivate students, to think and reflect about current
topics and to criticize our social environment, in what they are an part of, in a smart way,
The organizing team itself is built by students of different schools in Karlsruhe and is also
part of the two organizations "World Youth Citizens" and "Peace Child".

So, what happens while the studentdays are taking place?
The week, in what the projects, workshops and presentations will be done, takes 4 days from Monday, 29th of sept. to Thursday the 02nd of okt. 2014
To enable as many students to participate, each workshop is offered twice a day.
The two workshop phases each last from 9:30AM to 11:00AM and from 11:30AM to
01:00PM.
During the workshop week, there are also plans for employees, where you can join in to
get to know the other speakers.

Topics:
Political, social, cultural, environmental topics and
everything about what the young people should know about (better) - especially topics,
problems and experiences with which you get confronted in school rarely.
Need inspirations? Here are a few examples from the program last year:
"A simulated example of an economy", "female circumcision in Burkina Faso", "Asylum in
Germany", "Life in Kenya", "Sign Language" ...

Financial stuff + accommodation:
Because we are supported financially by the city of Karlsruhe, it is possible that we can
pay parts of the travelcosts.
In addition, guests can live at the home's of members of the organizing team.

You are interested to participate as a speaker at the studentdays 2014 to enrich the
project and participate with your ideas and your motivation? Wonderful!
Then don't lose any time and write an E-Mail to:
schuelertage.karlsruhe@googlemail.com.
Of course, we answer your questions with pleasure and send you an application for, if you
want to be part of the project.

We look forward for your interest!
- The organizing team of the studentdays in Karlsruhe, 2014 -

